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Kylie Johnston - Digital Partnership Office
Sultan Ahmed - Goodwill Taxation
Nicole Johnson - Khourys & Associates
Mai Huynh Ha - Knysh and Associates

Agenda item: 1 – Welcome and Introduction

Agents and DSPs were welcomed by facilitator Brett Connors who advised the purpose of
the day was to understand current agent practices for managing client communications.
These insights will feed into the design of the Client Communication service for software.

Agenda item: 2 – Background and business context for Client Communication
Service

David Baker provided an overview of the Client Communication service and why it was
introduced. He discussed the performance issues that have prevented the advancement of
the service in software and the infrastructure work completed to ensure that ATO systems
can support the increase in load.
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David emphasised that there are a raft of deliveries that are possible through software that
can’t be delivered through Online services for agents.
David then provided the intent of the workshop overall - To consult on the design to build a
client communication service delivered through practice management software.

Agenda item: 3 – How the Client communication service works in Online services
for agents

David Baker presented screen shots of the Online services for agents (OSfA) Client
Communication List (CCL) interface to provide an understanding of the current functionality.
The group was provided with a list of correspondence types currently available in CCL. The
types of communications that can be sent electronically have been categorised into six broad
communication types:


income tax



activity statement related



study and training support loans



debt



superannuation



employer and business obligations

Agenda item: 5 – Communication preferencing and how it works. What are the
impacts?

Ashley Bray provided an overview of preferencing, advising that it would be going live in
OSfA on the following Monday. Around 30,000 agents were invited to participate in the beta
(with 11% participating).
The preferencing journey was discussed with screen shots of the retail service provided,
including the digital inbox.
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Users are currently able to set either agent or client preferences, not both. However, multiple
preference types is in the pipeline for the future.
Ashley reiterated that express written authority is required to change preferences and
confirmed that a digital signature is acceptable, SMS is not acceptable. He also confirmed
default preferences are applied to the client and not the practice.
It was noted further materials to help agents understand preferences will be available in the
future.

Issues raised for future consideration:
•

Ability to track express authority in software

•

Dual notifications

•

Ability for agents to view who is linked in myGov

Action item – Kevin Johnson requested a rough breakdown of how many people have sent to
myGov vs agent

Agenda item: 6 – How has the Client Communication service changed your tax
practice business operations?

Discussions covered:
•

irritants with the current retail service

•

mail management including how agents currently distribute client communications to
clientele. Agents responses included:
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o

Print and forward to client

o

Email (limited viability due to security concerns)

o

Upload to client portal
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Agenda item: 7 & 8 – Exploring opportunities – what would you like the Client
Communication service to look like in software? & Prioritisation of identified
opportunities for the Client Communication service

Brett Connors lead the group in an activity to identify elements that they would like to see in
the Client Communication service, followed by a prioritisation activitity where the group
ranked the importance of the elements. Participants were asked to individually vote for their
top 3 items. The results of the exercise are displayed below.

Agenda item: 9 – Check in with DSPs

Brett gave DSPs the final opportunity to seek information from the agents in the room.

Agenda item: 10 – Summary of outcomes

Brett summarised the findings from the group activities with Agents’ top priority being the
ability to receive daily alerts for new communications, followed by priority ratings for
communication types and a single button to retrieve at a client or practice level.
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Agents were advised that DSPs would be meeting again on the following day to work on
solution design.
Brett thanked both agents and DSPs for taking the time to provide their insights into what
they would like to see in the Client Communications API.
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